To: Metro Southwest Corridor Steering Committee
From: Samuel Copelan, Student
Date: April 29, 2017

Copelan 1

Memorandum: MAX Branch Option within Tigard
Purpose
The purpose of this memorandum is to voice my support for the MAX route branch
option, because a branched route into downtown Tigard allows for a future MAX extension to
Washington Square Mall. A light rail extension from downtown Tigard would require a bridge,
which could be used to connect Fanno Creek Trail with the mall. The City of Tigard has a goal to
be one of the most walkable cities in the Pacific Northwest, and connecting an economic center
with the popular Fanno Creek Trail would align with Tigard’s goal. Active transit options
connecting the mall with Tigard neighborhoods and the metro region are possible if you, a
Southwest Corridor Steering Committee member, support a branch route option for Tigard.
Background
As a citizen of Tigard since 2004, I have never walked or biked the busy roads to
Washington Square Mall, despite it being only one mile from my house. The Fanno Creek Trail
is separated from the mall only by Highway 217 and the WES/freight tracks, so it wouldn’t be
too difficult to connect the trail with the mall. While an extension from the Fanno Creek Trail to
the mall is cost prohibitive for the City of Tigard alone, Metro has ample funds to build a multiuse bridge for the MAX riders and pedestrians. This is why Metro would be needed for the
project; the MAX would require a bridge that could also be shared with a branch of the Fanno
Creek Trail. This connection is precisely what Tigard needs, because it allows everyone in the
surrounding, middle class neighborhoods to access the restaurants and stores while avoiding the
traffic jams.
On a larger scale, Washington Square Mall would become directly connected with the
Portland Metro area. I understand that early versions of the Southwest Corridor plan included
connections to Washington Square Mall, but this destination had to be cut due to the distance
from Barbur Boulevard. If Metro and Trimet value a future connection with Washington Square
Mall, then a branch option is what should be selected.
Recommendation
Attached are four maps that I have created that demonstrate how a branch route is the
best option for MAX in Tigard. As I have already elaborated, the first two maps show how the
green and yellow lines can be expanded upon in the future to reach new destinations. Tigard
Max: Nimbus Avenue and Tigard Max: Trail Loop depict an aerial view of the MAX and trails
connecting to the region as a whole. While I am not personally in favor of Nimbus Avenue
sharing the bridge with the yellow line and Fanno Creek Trail, it would allow those who drive in
cars to feel included with the project, and therefore garner support among car drivers. After
creating these maps, I continue to imagine a Tigard that accommodates walkers and bikers of all
ages accessing their destinations in the mall. Thank you for sharing my vision with me, and I
urge you to vote in favor of a branched light rail option for the future of Tigard and Washington
Square Mall.
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Bob Davidson
Subject:

FW: Light Rail Discussion

From: Minuteman Press of Tigard
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 5:43 PM
To: Minuteman Press of Tigard <orders@mmptig.com>
Subject: FW: Light Rail Discussion

To all decision makers regarding Light Rail in Tigard:
I have heard the slogan: Avoid, Minimize & Mitigate in discussions regarding the selection of the Light Rail Route.
I have further heard extensive discussion of “Transit Times, speed, number of trains required, etc. as these affect the
overall, long-term operating cost which will have a greater impact than the short-term construction cost.
The current, likely proposed route down Beveland Street in Tigard, fails the first two tests of Avoid and Minimize, which
in turn increases your Mitigate costs.
It is also our opinion, that a route on Beveland, especially at rush hour, will be a regretted decision on the part of all
parties, especially Tri-Met, who has to operate the route.
Since first becoming aware of the plans in late April, we Beveland business owners have attended several meetings and
held a number of our own, read hundreds of pages and spoken to dozens of people from Tri-Met, Metro, City and
others.
We are dismayed to find that the plans that most directly affect us, are much further along than any of us realized.
In one month we have gone from generalize arrows, to a fairly detailed illustration, to engineered drawings.
All of this without the involvement of those most affected and impacted, Beveland Street business owners.
We have also found that there is still differences of opinions amongst the planners as to which route, number of stops,
etc., is best.
Our proposed alternative is this: 70th Street to Elmhurst, then turn West to cross 217.
This proposed route best achieves all of your primary goals.
AVOID:
1). Avoids Beveland Street and the destruction of 15 to 20 businesses there.
2). Avoids heavy traffic on the Beveland / 72nd intersection during rush hour, which would be made worse by the
inclusion of frequent Max trains.
3). Avoids a highly congested grade crossing at 72nd, frequently backed up for multiple traffic signal cycles due to the
close proximity of two (2) freeway entrances, two (2) nearby intersections and four (4 ) nearby, currently
unsynchronized traffic signals.
4). There is no provision in the current improvements to widen 72nd, improve freeway ramps, reconstruct the 72nd / 217
overpass to 4 lanes or re-align the very short interval traffic lights at Hunziker and the Southbound Hwy. 217 exit to
72nd.
MINIMIZE:
Elmhurst alternative does the following: (Marked in BLUE on your map)
1). Delays due to traffic congestion nearer the 72nd freeway overpass.
1

2). Minimizes adverse impact or destruction of existing businesses on Beveland.
3). Minimizes crossing delays.
4). Minimizes adverse building acquisitions and most of the land on the Elmhurst alignment is vacant.
5). Minimizes stations and stops to one CENTRALLY located station that is within parameters of accessibility for the
entire Triangle which also improves transit time.
6). Vacant land is available for both a station and Part & Ride structures.
MITIGATE:
1). Far fewer structure, persons and business to be displace, thereby savings in cost.
2). Which also enhances all of the above.
Thank You,

Bob Davidson
Minuteman Press of Tigard
p: 503-620-5203 f: 503-620-5503 a: 7555 SW Hermoso Way, Tigard OR 97223
e: orders@mmptig.com w: http://tigard.minutemanpress.com
We Are Open Monday Thru Friday 8:00AM to 5:30PM

Let us know how we’re doing, we’d love to hear from you!
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Public comments received by email (May - June 2017)
Date/Time
Sat 4/29/2017 2:52 PM
Mon 5/1/2017 12:24 PM

Format
email
email

Full Name
Austin Brague
Samuel R. Copelan

Message
I'm all in for the new light rail line
My name is Sam Copelan, and I am a Tigard resident who is also a senior studying urban planning at the
University of Oregon. I am unable to attend the SW Corridor meeting on May 8th where a branch or direct route
will be discussed because I have classes and work at the University of Oregon on that same day. I am hoping
that you could send this document, that I created, to all of Southwest Corridor Committee members who will be
deciding the route.
I am in favor of a branched route to downtown Tigard, because the endpoint would align the MAX for a future
project to Washington Square Mall. The MAX route that I have charted in my document would also allow for a
pedestrian and bicycle path, which would connect Washington Square Mall and the heavily used Fanno Creek
Trail. Residents of Tigard and southern Beaverton would be able to avoid all of the traffic jams by walking or
biking to the mall! This would have many positive health and economic benefits for the residents of Tigard and
southern Beaverton.
Thank you very much for distributing this document to those who will be deciding the future of Tigard. I have
attached the document which includes all of my I believe that a branch route aligns best with Metro's goal of
connecting the Portland metro area, since a future Metro project would easily connect the mall with light rail
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Public comments received by email (May - June 2017)
Date/Time
Wed 5/10/2017 4:06 PM

Format
email

Full Name
Mike Duncan

Message
Hello! I have been following the SW Corridor plan for a while, and the website provided this email for feedback
and ideas, so I wanted to let you know what I think about the proposed alternatives!
To start, I live in Tigard on Greenburg near 99W, so very close to a potential new Max station. I currently work
in downtown Portland, but will soon be accepting a position with my shifts split between Tualatin and Cedar
Hills. What I would like to see in this new route is the potential for new, denser, transit-oriented development
along the line, and to have the Max line be more a part of the urban fabric.
I would like to see the Max run along Naito for easy access to NCNM. I used to go to school at Pacific in
Hillsboro, and having the Max stop right next to the school was so valuable! I used it to get to school almost
every day for years, and I feel like this is an important opportunity for NCNM and the neighborhood.
Next, I would like to see the Max run along Barbur Blvd. rather than along I-5. The green line to Clackamas just
doesn't have the same TOD potential that say the yellow line through North Portland has. I understand the
reasons for this, but in addition to development potential, aligning the Max along Barbur will be a boon to other
non-car forms of transportation by bringing updated intersections, continuous and safer bike lines, and easier
access for pedestrians.
Next, I would like to see the Max run through directly through downtown Tigard rather than the "branched"
service. I feel like there is a lot of higher density development potential in downtown Tigard, and I would hate
to see it squandered. I also like the idea of being able to walk to the Max from my house to go downtown or to
Bridgeport Village for a movie and drinks.
I don't really have a preference for how the line goes through the Tigard Triangle as long as it maximizes
development potential. It's most big box stores through there anyway, so I look forward to seeing how creative
your planners can get with that space. I'd like to see the Max run down the currently existing tracks between
Tigard and Tualatin rather than along I-5. Again, my perspective is that it's important to maximize development
potential, and the interstate really seems to hamper that.
Thank you for reading my email! I'm sure you have lots of people who want to give all kinds of opinions about
things like this, so I appreciate you taking the time to read my perspective.
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Public comments received by email (May - June 2017)
Date/Time
Tue 5/16/2017 12:42 PM

Format
email

Full Name
StevefM

Message
My comments on the Southwest Corridor Project are as follows:
Design should minimize the number MAX line stops, and attempt to minimize the number of bus transfers
needed between destinations to utilize MAX.
Between downtown and Capital Hwy, there should be no more than 1 MAX stop and 2 stops maximum. Buses
serve very well the area in-between and the MAX line should not behave as a bus replacement at any time along
the route chosen and especially where there is already good bus service.
Since Barbur Blvd is well served by bus, the MAX line should not follow Barbur Blvd but stay underground after
serving OHSU, and next serve Hillsdale, Multnomah, Washington Square, and then the WEST side of Tigard after
following Scholls to the west side of Bull Mountain, and then reach Tualatin near the Haggen Store. From there
it can be extended to Wilsonville later, and possibly Albany and Salem as this extension is badly needed.
The total number of stops from downtown Portland would be EIGHT before reaching Wilsonville. This will
ensure a speedy route even though it is longer, and buses can continue to serve the 8 stops where significant
park and rides may also be located. The MAX line should not be designed and operated as a common bus route,
but as a speedy, efficient, effective, and reliable form of transportation. Of course this is not how it is currently
designed, or any of the MAX lines for that matter.
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Public comments received by email (May - June 2017)
Date/Time

Format

Full Name

Message
Downtown Tigard is not a connection area as it cannot support significant traffic increases and does not have
population density nearby, nor will it ever be able to because of existing development. However, if Washington
Square is serviced it can make sense to stop in Tigard if the WEST side of Tigard is considered too far west for
the MAX.
The MAX line should serve OHSU with an elevator like at the Zoo. Access to OHSU literally affects well over
10,000 people daily at a single location and existing methods are difficult to use by those not strong, are sick, or
who have fear of heights and all current routes to OHSU require driving rather than encouraging the use of mass
transit.
The Max line should serve PCC Sylvania with an elevator like at the Zoo. The number of students this could
serve is enormous and well over 40,000 in one location, and this is also a good bus connection area.
The MAX line should serve Washington Square—a regional shopping center. This will provide good connections
with bus lines and serve a major shopping district.
Preferably, the MAX line should be configured as a Monorail similar to that in Seattle but with updated
technology, not technology from the 1960’s. This will allow it to be easily constructed above existing roads,
cause little traffic interference, and go hardly noticed as in Seattle. This is a mass transit approach that has been
forgotten but should definitely be revisited given today’s construction techniques and technology. Speeds
should easily exceed 70 mph and with fewer stops, it will be the transit of choice by those who prefer driving.

Thurs, 5/25/17 2:14 PM
Sat 6/10/2017 2:47 PM

email
email

Kevin LaVacque
Jason Snell, Centaur
Guitar

My vote for the route is SW Barbur Blvd.
You dropped some info by my shop Centaur Guitar the other day about the SW corridor light rail. I looked it
over and thought I'd take a minute to give you my two cents.
I am 100% for the lightrail and would love to see it go right down Barbur. Especially if it maintains two lanes in
each direction and adds bike lanes and new sidewalks. As a business owner I know there will be disruption and a
loss of on-street parking but I believe the benefits are greater than the losses.
I live nearby and while I almost never take the bus I can see myself taking the Max downtown or to Tigard if it
runs down Barbur. I would rather see it on the road than beside the freeway as well. I think the businesses on
Barbur would benefit from the exposure.
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Public comments received by email (May - June 2017)
Date/Time
Wed 6/21/2017 3:16 PM

Format
email

Full Name
Marianne Fitzgerald

Message
[Sharing concerns about PCC shuttle options ] Part of my concern comes out of ignorance regarding where the
shuttle stop will be.
One question is about the travel time, since the transit bus shuttle and SW 53rd shuttle go to different parts of
campus. I haven't seen anything about how people using the shuttle will get to the actual buildings on campus.
Will the shuttle go all the way to the current transit stop? If not, how is the travel time comparable since you
are adding walking time to the trip. Will PCC construct safety improvements for people walking through the sea
of parking lots?
I did not realize there would be a "human presence" on the AVs because I knew the most significant cost of
transit is the driver. It slightly allays, but does not alleviate, my deep concerns about personal safety of SW 53rd
shuttle users. In particular I'm concerned about young women walking to and using the shuttle on dark rainy
winter evenings of fall and winter term. If you design a well lit station at the east end of 53rd, it will have a huge
impact on neighbors. I am also concerned about the amount of motor vehicle traffic using the street and its
impact on residents who have darting kids and dogs or elderly residents. I'm also concerned about high speed
bicyclists going downhill and their potential impact on these vulnerable residents and pedestrians.
I kept meaning to share these with you so thanks for the reminder. See you July 10 representing Oregon Walks.

Wed 6/28/2017 3:37 PM

email

Regina Dibb

Thank you so much for taking the time to talk with me this morning at the Downtown Tigard meeting. I would
appreciate your keeping me updated on the progress of the SW light rail project.
My family (my mother, two brothers, one sister and I) has owned and operated the auto repaired business since
1985 and has been at this current location since 1992. Needless to say, this business is the past, present and
future of our family. Many lives depend on its success. This project will adversely affect our livelihood and
future. Any insights and information on the project will help us make our future plan. You can reach me via
email or phone at xxx-xxx-xxxx. Thank you again for the information and your help.
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